
SERCAN ÖZEN
Lead Frontend Engineer, Istanbul

+90 546 514 3337
sercangsu@gmail.com
Skype: sercan5534

About
Seasoned computer engineer with 11 years of software development experience in international companies and projects with
sound applications of UX/UI and code efficiency. Software development expertise served with a plug-and-play attitude and a
keen team player mindset working as a freelancer, currently looking for global career opportunities as a full-stack/front-end
developer, software architect, or similar.

Experiences
Freelance Front-end Team Lead - Various Clients | Since 04.2019

Cross4Cloud
Creating micro front-end architecture runs on AWS using Module
Federation. Implementing a react component library according to
design and publishing it using the GitHub actions & registry.
Leading a team of two, distributing tasks, and doing code reviews.
WG Sportsbook/Platform
Front-end development phase of the sportsbook web app, back-office
app, and single-page website for the introduction of the application.
Leading a team of three, distributing tasks, and doing code reviews.
Responsible for developing several AWS Lambdas for creating new
endpoints.

Fullstack Developer - Virtual I Technologies | 01.2021- 01.2022
Development of user interfaces for the existing web app with Vue.js
and tuning the web app's performance and creating a CI/CD pipeline
GitHub using GitHub Actions & Google Cloud. Application of new user
interfaces on the mobile platform using Vue.js & Nativescript.

Software Engineer - Siemens, Turkey | 01.2019- 01.2021
Designing the web architecture and developing user interfaces of the
SINEC INS Project with React js. Writing unit tests using the jest
framework.

Front-end Engineer - eBay Turkey | 12.2017- 01.2019
Applying new features and bug fixing on the existing website.
Refactoring and improving the performance of the code base with
JavaScript best practices.

Software Design Engineer - Netas | 07.2015- 12.2017
Design & development of mobile applications in iOS with Swift 2.
Experience with task manager and package management systems.
Experience in Webrtc, Turn/StunServer, and Cryptology.
Design & code implementation of microservices with Jersey,
Hibernate, and Spring Framework. Design & development of
responsive client websites with Angular-js & CSS3. Database design
and PostgreSQL implementation. Test behavior development
experience. Web security experience in SQL Injection, XSS

Front-end Developer - Sword-IT | 04.2011- 07.2015
Design & development of HTML, CSS, and JS-based websites,
Facebook apps, WordPress themes, and plugins.

Skills
Javascript, React.js, Node.js, Redux
HTML, CSS
Jest, Cypress, Webpack
jQuery
Vue.js, Nest.js, Next.js
Java, Swift, WebRTC
AWS and Google Cloud Platform
Nativescript, Three.js
PostgreSQL, MongoDB
Performance Tuning, Lighthouse
GitHub, GitLab, CI/CD
ElementUI, Ant Design

Languages: Turkish, English, French

Education
Master of Cyber Security
Gebze Technical University | 2016 - 2017
(Drop-out)

BSc. in Computer Engineering
Université Galatasaray | 09.2006 – 10.2015

References
References can be provided upon request.
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